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CURRENCY CALCULATOR Figures are mid-price TT rates provided by HKAB

Sep 30, 2020 Aust Britain Canada China Euro HK India Japan Korea Mal NZ P’stan Phil S’pore S Africa Switz Taiwan Thai US

Australia $ 0.5557 0.9566 4.874 0.6086 5.540 52.64 75.56 835.3 2.969 1.082 118.51 34.57 0.9780 12.103 0.6572 20.73 22.59 0.7149

Britain £ 1.800 1.721 8.77 1.095 9.97 94.73 136.0 1503 5.342 1.948 213.26 62.22 1.760 21.78 1.183 37.31 40.65 1.286

Canada $ 1.045 0.5809 5.095 0.6362 5.792 55.03 78.99 873.2 3.103 1.132 123.89 36.14 1.022 12.653 0.687 21.67 23.62 0.7473

China Rmb 0.205 0.1140 0.1963 0.125 1.1368 10.800 15.50 171.4 0.6091 0.2221 24.316 7.094 0.2007 2.483 0.1348 4.254 4.635 0.1467

Euro € 1.643 0.9131 1.572 8.008 9.103 86.49 124.2 1373 4.878 1.779 194.72 56.81 1.607 19.887 1.080 34.06 37.12 1.1746

Hong Kong $ 0.1805 0.1003 0.1727 0.880 0.1099 1 9.501 13.64 150.8 0.5358 0.1954 21.390 6.240 0.1765 2.185 0.1186 3.742 4.077 0.1290

India R 0.0190 0.0106 0.0182 0.0926 0.0116 0.1053 1.435 15.87 0.0564 0.0206 2.251 0.657 0.0186 0.2299 0.0125 0.3938 0.4292 0.0136

Japan ¥ 0.0132 0.0074 0.0127 0.0645 0.0081 0.0733 0.6967 11.06 0.0393 0.0143 1.568 0.4576 0.0129 0.1602 0.0087 0.2744 0.2990 0.0095

South Korea W 0.0012 0.0007 0.0011 0.0058 0.0007 0.0066 0.0630 0.0905 0.0036 0.0013 0.142 0.0414 0.0012 0.0145 0.0008 0.0248 0.0270 0.0009

Malaysia RM 0.3369 0.1872 0.3222 1.642 0.2050 1.866 17.73 25.45 281.4 0.3646 39.92 11.65 0.3294 4.077 0.2214 6.983 7.61 0.2408

New Zealand $ 0.9238 0.5134 0.8837 4.503 0.5622 5.118 48.63 69.80 771.7 2.743 109.48 31.94 0.9035 11.181 0.6071 19.15 20.87 0.6604

Pakistan R 0.0084 0.0047 0.0081 0.0411 0.0051 0.047 0.4442 0.6376 7.049 0.0251 0.0091 0.2917 0.0083 0.1021 0.0055 0.1749 0.1906 0.0060

Philippines P 0.0289 0.0161 0.0277 0.1410 0.0176 0.1603 1.5226 2.186 24.16 0.0859 0.0313 3.428 0.0283 0.3501 0.0190 0.5996 0.6534 0.0207

Singapore $ 1.022 0.5682 0.9781 4.983 0.6223 5.665 53.82 77.26 854.1 3.035 1.107 121.17 35.35 12.3752 0.6720 21.20 23.10 0.7309

South Africa rand 0.0826 0.0459 0.0790 0.4027 0.0503 0.4578 4.349 6.24 69.0 0.2453 0.0894 9.791 2.856 0.0808 0.0543 1.713 1.866 0.0591

Switzerland Sfr 1.522 0.8456 1.4556 7.416 0.9261 8.430 80.10 114.97 1271.1 4.517 1.647 180.33 52.61 1.488 18.417 31.54 34.37 1.0878

Taiwan $ 0.0482 0.0268 0.0461 0.2351 0.0294 0.2673 2.539 3.645 40.29 0.1432 0.0522 5.717 1.668 0.0472 0.5838 0.0317 1.090 0.0345

Thailand Bt 0.0443 0.0246 0.0423 0.2157 0.0269 0.2453 2.330 3.345 36.98 0.1314 0.0479 5.246 1.530 0.0433 0.5358 0.0291 0.9177 0.0316

US $ 1.399 0.7773 1.34 6.818 0.851 7.750 73.63 105.70 1168 4.153 1.514 165.78 48.36 1.368 16.93 0.919 29.00 31.60

US$ MARKET RATES
Bid Ask

HK ($) 7.7502 7.7503
Japan (¥) 105.6700 105.7200
Euro (€) * 1.1733 1.1737
UK (£) * 1.2872 1.2877
Switzerland (SFr) 0.9180 0.9185
Canada (C$) 1.3310 1.3314
Australia (A$) * 0.7174 0.7175
China (yuan) 6.7898 6.7918
Indonesia (Rup) 14,820 14,850
Malaysia (RM) 4.1480 4.1530
Philippines (peso) 48.4840 48.5040
New Zealand (NZ$) * 0.6633 0.6637
Singapore (S$) 1.3636 1.3639
S Korea (won) 1,163.10 1,163.64
Taiwan (NT$) 28.8720 28.8820
Thailand (baht) 31.5800 31.6000
India (rupee) 73.2500 73.2530
S Africa (rand) 16.6765 16.6881
* per unit. Rates at 10.15pm.

KEY LENDING RATES
HK prime 5.000% UK bank base 0.100%

US fed fund 0.250% Euro prime 0.250%

US prime 3.250% Tokyo prime 1.475%

Taiwan prime 2.366% S’pore prime 5.250%

NICHOLAS SPIRO
MACROSCOPE 

On the one 
hand, they 
have committed 
themselves to 
fight the tobacco 
industry, but 
on the other, 
they are part 
of the industry

that shows the anticipated volatility of the S&P 500 
Index. The contracts are pricing in an unusually 
high level of anxiety in the months following the 
November 3 election, suggesting many traders are 
increasingly concerned about a messy, disputed 
outcome that could lead to a constitutional crisis.

Such a scenario could put the dollar under 
renewed strain if the surge in US political risk 
becomes the main driver of sentiment. Yet, the 
combination of excessively bearish wagers on the 
dollar, threats to the global recovery and, crucially, 
the greenback’s safe-haven appeal – even when 
the source of the volatility is in the United States 
itself – is likely to benefit the currency.

Indeed, the dollar’s rebound is part of a 
broader reappraisal of the economic and political 
landscape as the pandemic continues to rage.

One of the reasons the currency fell sharply 
earlier this year was many investors believed the 
global recovery was gaining momentum. Massive 
monetary stimulus in the US, coupled with signs 
of reflation elsewhere, underpinned a bearish 
outlook for the dollar.

These assumptions are now being seriously 
questioned. Not only did the Fed disappoint 
markets at its policy meeting on September 16, 

when it failed to unveil new
measures to help it meet its 
2 per cent inflation target, the
euro zone’s services sector
slipped back into contraction
territory last month.

From a positioning
standpoint, there is ample
scope for the dollar to
strengthen further, given that
this year’s huge build-up in bets
against the currency has barely
begun to unwind. Investors,
who were too optimistic about
the global recovery and who

underestimated the haven appeal of the world’s 
reserve currency, could be in for a lot more pain.

The dollar’s prospects hinge largely on what
happens on the morning of November 4. While 
Democrat Joe Biden remains the firm favourite 
to win the election, his lead in an average of polls 
compiled by Real Clear Politics is just 6.5 points. 
More worryingly, Trump, who has fiercely 
criticised the use of mail-in voting, has created a 
pretext for contesting the result. The conditions 
for a disputed election are ripe.

While the catalyst for a sustained rally in 
the dollar has yet to fully emerge, America’s 
perilous election has already shown that a 
weaker greenback is no longer a one-way bet.

Nicholas Spiro is a partner at Lauressa Advisory

Bearish bets on the US dollar have increased
sharply since the beginning of this year. 
As the dollar index, a measure of the US

currency against a basket of its peers, dropped 
more than 10 per cent between late March and 
the end of August, short positions against the unit 
rose to their highest level since the end of 2017, 
data from Bloomberg shows.

Some of the arguments in favour of a weaker
dollar remain compelling. The most persuasive 
one is the unprecedented measures taken by 
the Federal Reserve in response to the damage 
wrought by Covid-19. By slashing interest 
rates close to zero, expanding its balance 
sheet dramatically and setting up a range 
of credit facilities to shore up the financial 
system, the Fed has stripped the dollar of 
most of its yield advantage over its peers.

The dollar looked vulnerable
during the summer, when a 
resurgence of Covid-19 cases 
forced several states to roll 
back plans to reopen their 
economies, threatening the 
country’s fragile recovery. 
A highly unpredictable 
presidential election was, 
at the time, perceived by many 
traders as an additional reason 
to be bearish on the dollar.

Yet, as election day draws 
near, the risks related to the vote 
are coming under scrutiny. This 
is happening at a time when volatility in many 
asset classes is increasing, exacerbated by a 
second wave of the virus in Europe.

Since the end of August, the dollar index has
risen 1.8 per cent, its strongest rally since early 
April. While it is too soon to say whether this 
marks the start of a sustained appreciation, 
the traditional role of the world’s dominant 
reserve currency as a refuge in times of turmoil 
is beginning to reassert itself.

The risk of a contested election – a scenario 
that is being taken more seriously since US 
President Donald Trump refused to commit 
to an orderly transfer of power if he loses the 
vote – is moving markets.

The clearest indication is in futures contracts
tied to the VIX Index, Wall Street’s “fear gauge” 

Futures contracts are pricing in 
an unusually high level of anxiety, 
suggesting traders are worried 
about a messy constitutional crisis

Fears over disputed election 
trigger rebound in dollar

As election day 
draws near, 
the risks related 
to the vote 
are coming 
under scrutiny

BACK TO BUSINESS

stakeholders and make context-
specific decisions. The tobacco 
industry is a tainted industry with 
a poor track record. Whatever the 
reasons were for governments to 
own a stake in the industry, their 
o w n e r s h i p  m a k e s  t h e m 
complicit.

The FCTC cites the “concern
of the international community 
about the devastating worldwide 
health, social, economic and 
environmental consequences of 
tobacco consumption and 
exposure to tobacco smoke”. The 
success of the FCTC will depend 
on its proper implementation by 
those governments that share this
concern.

Governments can accept the
current situation and continue as 
before, or they can opt out 
completely through privatisation. 
However, that runs the risk 
privatised tobacco firms will have 
more success, with the un-
intended consequence of causing 
more harm than ever before.

These are not the only options.
The most pragmatic option might
be to acknowledge the conflict 
and make a commitment to 
manage it. Being transparent 
about conflicts and managing 
them, rather than avoiding them, 
is an acceptable strategy in terms 
of sound governance.

It allows governments as
owners to make decisions that do 
not have to take short-term 
financial expectations from 
shareholders into account. It can 
potentially help transform the 
industry by being more innova-
tive, such as by shifting the focus 
to reduced harm products while 
implementing more traditional 
tobacco control policies and 
interventions at the same time.

Opportunities abound to
transform the tobacco industry, 
and governments will have to play
a central part in this process. 
Rethinking their own ownership 
of tobacco companies will be an 
important first step.

Daniel Malan is an assistant 
professor of business ethics 
at Trinity College Dublin

The report finds an inherent
contradiction in the imple-
mentation guidelines of the 
FCTC’s stated objectives.

Article 5.3 requires parties to
protect their public health 
policies from the “commercial 
and other vested interests of the 
tobacco industry”. A clear 
distinction is made between a 
party to the FCTC on one side and 
the commercial and vested 
interests of the tobacco industry 
on the other. The intent is to 
protect one from the other, and it 
seems impossible this wording 
could provide for an overlap.

Yet, the implementation
guidelines for Article 5.3 state the 

following: “Parties with a state-
owned tobacco industry should 
ensure that any investment in the 
tobacco industry does not 
prevent them from fully imple-
menting the [FCTC].”

This flawed logic is a classic
example of a circular argument. 
Article 5.3 requires parties to 
protect their policies against the 
commercial and vested interests 
of the tobacco industry. If a party 
has a vested interest in the form of
a state-owned tobacco industry, 
the guideline requires that party 
to fully implement the FCTC. 
However, to fully implement the 
FCTC, such a party must protect 
its policies against the com-

mercial and vested interests of the
tobacco industry, which means it 
cannot have an investment in 
tobacco.

This fallacy spills over in the
way the WHO treats large tobacco 
companies, both state-owned 
and publicly traded. For example, 
in its 2019 report on the global 
tobacco epidemic, the WHO does 
not mention China National 
Tobacco Corporation once, yet 
there are more than 20 references 
to listed companies such as Philip 
Morris International and British 
American Tobacco.

As a result of this contra-
diction, the governments 
involved operate within a conflict 

of interests. On the one hand, they
have committed themselves to 
fight the tobacco industry, but on 
the other, they are part of and 
benefit from the industry.

This is an issue of ethics, not
legality. It is not unlawful to sign a 
convention that requires you to 
oppose something you also 
support, but it is unethical.

Imagine an international
convention against drug traffick-
ing that allows some state organs 
to have a stake in the activities it 
tries to prevent.

From a governance stand-
point, there is no one-size-fits-all 
solution. Individual governments 
will  have to engage local 

Global attempts to fight the
tobacco epidemic are
spearheaded by the World

Health Organization’s (WHO) 
Framework Convention on 
Tobacco Control (FCTC).

In force since 2005, the FCTC
seeks to protect present and 
future generations from the 
devastating health, social, 
environmental and economic 
consequences of tobacco 
consumption and exposure by 
addressing issues such as 
advertising, promotion, sponsor-
ship and illicit trade.

While the purpose of the FCTC
is laudable, the impact is 
questionable. Between 2000 and 
2019, overall global tobacco use 
declined by less than a quarter of a
percentage point per year.

It’s time for policymakers to
consider that this poor perfor-
mance may be down to the fact 
that nearly 50 per cent of the glo-
bal cigarette industry is controlled
by eight governments who are 
also signatories to the FCTC – 
China, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, 
Thailand, Tunisia and Vietnam.

This number is heavily skewed
by China National Tobacco 
Corporation, the biggest tobacco 
company in the world with 44 per 
cent of the global market.

However,  there are 18
countries in the world where 
governments own 10 per cent or 
more of at least one tobacco com-
pany. Seventeen of these 18 coun-
tries are signatories to the FCTC, 
with Malawi the only exception.

How is it possible the WHO
accommodates these interests? In
a newly issued report, I address 
this question through the lens of 
business ethics and corporate 
governance.

Efforts to curb tobacco 
are being thwarted in 
part because half the 
industry is controlled 
by eight countries that 
are part of that fight

Behind a smokescreen
DANIEL MALAN
THE VIEW 

An art display of cigarettes in China. China National Tobacco Corporation holds 44 per cent of the global market, while China is part of the WHO’s tobacco control convention. Photo: AFP

DIVIDENDS DECLARED
  Books Payable

Share dividend Profit / Loss closed date

  Books Payable

Share dividend Profit / Loss closed date

(I) Interim dividend (F) Final dividend (B) Bonus (SD) Sp dividend (Wrt) Warrant (Rts) Rights Issue 

(QD) Quarterly dividend

* with scrip with cash option @ on or before

Companies in bold declared dividends in the current week

AEON Credit (I) 22¢ (22¢).......................................... HK$152.4m -20% 15-Oct 30-Oct
Applied Dev (F) nil (nil)............................................ -HK$255m (-$77.8m) _ _
APT Satellite (I) 3.5¢ (4.5¢) ................................................... HK$79.6m -66.1% 21-Sep 9-Oct
Art Group (F) nil (nil)............................................... -HK$30.7m (+$55.9m) _ _
Asia Financial (I) 1¢ (3.5¢) ..................................................... -HK$29.9m (+$245m) 22-Sep 8-Oct
Ausupreme Int'l (F) 1¢ (3¢).................................................... HK$12m -61.4% 25-Sep 16-Oct
Birmingham Sports (F) nil (nil) ................................. -HK$260.5m (-$361m) _ _
Bj Ent Water (I) 8.4¢ (10.7¢).................................................. HK$2.27b -18% 25-Sep 19-Oct
BOSA Tech (F) nil (nil).............................................. HK$7.21m +616.9% _ _
Canvest Environ (I) 3.7¢ (3.2¢) .............................................. HK$451.7m +12.7% 16-Sep 9-Oct
Carrianna Group (F) 3¢ (3¢)................................................... HK$14.1m -94.9% 17-Sep 9-Oct
Ch Ovs G Oceans (I) 7¢ (6¢).................................................... Rmb2.03b +28.5% 25-Sep 15-Oct
Champion REIT (I) 12.29¢ (13.32¢).........................................  -HK$9.22b (+HK$2.4b) 22-Sep 9-Oct
Champion Tech (F) nil (nil) ....................................... -HK$39.5m (-$72.2m) _ _
Cheuk Nang (F) 5¢ (15¢)............................................ HK$47.7m -91.7% 23-Nov 28-Dec
China All Nation Int'l (F) nil (nil) ............................... HK$11.7m (-$7.05m) _ _
China EB (I) 14¢ (25¢) ............................................................ HK$765.2m -59% 23-Sep 9-Oct
China Env Res (F) nil (nil) ......................................... -HK$55.6m (-$122.3m) _ _
China Fin Int'l Inv (F) nil (nil).................................... -HK$218.5m (-$327.6m) _ _
China High Precision Auto (F) nil (nil) ........................ -Rmb87.9m (-Rmb47.5m) _ _
China Motor Bus (F) 10¢ (10¢); (SD) $8 ($19)............... HK$111.5m -92% 10-Dec 26-Jan
China Oil Gangran Energy (1stQD) nil (nil).................. -HK$2.38m -$12.7m) _ _
China Oriental (I) 5¢ (10¢); (SD) 2¢ (5¢) ................................. Rmb775m -53.5% 16-Sep 23-Oct
China Res Beer (I) 12.8fen (12fen)......................................... Rmb2.08b +11.1% 25-Sep 12-Oct
China Res Cement (I) 27.5¢ (26¢) .......................................... HK$4.2b +11% 14-Sep 9-Oct
China Res Land (I) 15fen (12.9fen) ........................................ Rmb11.5b -9.3% 28-Sep 15-Oct
China SEC Group (I) 11¢ (10¢) ................................................ Rmb2.11b +10.3% 11-Sep 8-Oct
China Supply Chain (F) nil (nil).................................. -HK$14.5m (-$9.3m) _ _
China Water (F) 16¢ (16¢)...................................................... HK$1.6b +20% 10-Sep 16-Oct
Continental (F) nil (0.25¢)........................................ -HK$15.3m (+$43.7m) _ _
COSCO SHIP Ports (I) 16¢ (14.8¢)........................................... US$163.4m +11% 14-Sep 23-Oct
CSPC Pharm (I) 6¢ (nil).......................................................... Rmb2.31b +23.2% 14-Sep 9-Oct
Dawnrays Pharm (I) 1.5¢ (1.5¢).............................................. Rmb129.7m -14% 23-Sep 7-Oct
DeTai New Energy (F) nil (nil) ................................... -HK$164m (-$155m) _ _
Digital China (I) 3.6¢ (nil)...................................................... HK$243.4m +92086% 17-Sep 7-Oct
Dynamic Holdings (F) nil (4¢).................................... -HK$28.4m (+$48.7m) _ _
E. Bon Holding (F) 0.5¢ (1.5¢)................................................ HK$11.3m -24.9% 15-Sep 14-Oct
Emperor Culture (F) nil (nil) ..................................... -HK$342m (-$126.4m) _ _
Esprit Holdings (F) nil (nil) ....................................... -HK$3.99b (-$2.14b) _ _
Expert Systems (F) 0.45¢ (0.42¢).......................................... HK$10.7m -1% 22-Sep 9-Oct
Fairwood Hold (F) 50¢ (81¢).................................................. HK$60.9m -66% 17-Sep 8-Oct
Fu Shou Yuan Int'l (I) 3.28¢ (4.21¢) ....................................... Rmb247.5m -16.6% 23-Sep 14-Oct
Fulu Holdings (I) nil................................................. Rmb71.2m +36.9% _ _
GA Pack (I) 13¢ (13¢).............................................................. Rmb155.7m -9.4% 18-Sep 15-Oct
Goldin Fin (F) nil (nil)............................................... -HK$6.1b (+$6.3b) _ _
Great Eagle Hold (I) 33¢ (33¢); (SD) HK$1.5 (nil).................... -HK$6.5m (+$2.2m) 28-Sep 15-Oct
Green Energy (F) nil (nil).......................................... -HK$26.3m (-$25.9m) _ _
H&H Int'l Hldgs (I) 63¢ (nil) ................................................... Rmb718m +0.69% 10-Sep 23-Oct
Hang Seng Bank (3rdQD) 80¢.................................... . 16-Oct 5-Nov
Heng Tai Consumables (F) nil (nil)............................. -HK$318m (-$285m) _ _
Hengan Int'l (I) Rmb1.2 (Rmb1)............................................. Rmb2.56b +20.3% 14-Sep 7-Oct
Hengxing Gold (SD) 32.85¢........................................ . 15-Oct 30-Oct
High Fashion (F) 3¢ (3¢) ........................................................ HK$57.9m +32.6% 19-Sep 18-Oct
HK Finance Gp (F) 1.3¢ (1.3¢)................................................. HK$55.5m+31.6% 10-Sep 8-Oct
HKE Holdings (F) nil (nil).......................................... S$0.06m -97.4% _ _
Hong Kong Edu (Int"l) Inv (F) nil (nil)......................... -HK$107m -$77.4m) _ _
Hong Kong Res (F) nil (nil)........................................ -HK$62.7m (-$181.4m) _ _
Hopefluent (I) 2.5¢ (4.5¢)...................................................... HK$72.4m -32% 14-Sep 15-Oct
Huabao Int'l (I) nil (8.8¢); (SD) 6¢ (nil) .................................. -Rmb45.4m (+Rmb480m) 16-Sep 9-Oct
Human Health (F) nil (3¢) ......................................... -HK$40.4m (+$26.6m) _ _
Hung Hing Print (I) 3¢ (3¢) .................................................... HK$4.86m -1.1% 25-Sep 22-Oct
IntelliCentrics (F) nil (nil)......................................... US$2.34m -23.3% _ _
K & P Int'l (I) 2.5¢ (1¢)............................................................ HK$13.4m +314.2% 21-Sep 16-Oct
K. Wah Int'l (I) 7¢ (6¢)............................................................ HK$2.56b +67.5% 14-Sep 21-Oct
Kantone Holdings (F) nil (nil).................................... HK$3.88m +59% _ _
King"s Flair Int'l (I) 4¢ (5.5¢); (SD) nil (1.5¢)........................... HK$40.5m -30% 25-Sep 8-Oct

Kingwell Group (F) nil (nil) ....................................... -Rmb13.2m (-Rmb8.5m) _ _
Kwan Yong (F) nil .................................................... -S$17m (+S$5.92m) _ _
Mainland Headwear (I) 2¢ (2¢).............................................. HK$0.76m -97..8% 14-Sep 8-Oct
Million Stars (F) nil (nil)........................................... -HK$5.7m (-$36.8m) _ _
Miramar Hotel (I) 22¢ (24¢)................................................... HK$156.7m -79.6% 25-Sep 13-Oct
MOG Holdings (SD) 2.5¢............................................ . 15-Oct 27-Nov
National United Res (I) nil (nil) ................................. -HK$9.94m (-$16.2m) _ _
NetDragon (I) 25¢ (15¢)......................................................... Rmb336.5m -20% 11-Sep 19-Oct
New Higher Edu (I) 4.2fen (3.6fen) ....................................... Rmb238.7m +18.8% 15-Sep 12-Oct
New World Dep Store China (F) nil (nil) ...................... -HK$483.7m (+$32.7m) _ _
New World Dev (F) $1.48 (37¢).................................. HK$1.1b -94% 1-Dec 21-Dec
Ngai Hing Hong (F) nil (nil) ....................................... -HK$6.21m (+$7.8m) _ _
NWS Holdings (F) 29¢ (29¢)....................................... HK$253.2m -93.7% 1-Dec 17-Dec
Orient Overseas (I) US4.89¢ (US6.66¢)................................. US$102m -26.5% 18-Sep 23-Oct
Paladin (F) nil (nil) .................................................. -HK$128.6m (-$58.2m) _ _
PINE Technology (F) nil (nil) ..................................... -US$17.3m (-$38.7m) _ _
Ping An (I) 80fen (75fen) ...................................................... Rmb68.7b -29.7% 18-Sep 23-Oct
Pioneer Pharma (I) 7.1¢ (nil) ................................................. Rmb30.4m -69.1% 25-Sep 20-Oct
PPS Int'l (F) nil (nil)................................................. -HK$36.7m (+$18.5m) _ _
Q P Group (I) 2¢ .................................................................... HK$39.2m +86.8% 23-Sep 16-Oct
Rich Goldman (F) nil (nil) ......................................... -HK$85.7m (+$42.6m) _ _
Riverine China (I) 1¢ (0.8¢).................................................... Rmb18.2m +10.7% 16-Sep 12-Oct
Ruifeng Power (I) 2¢ (nil); (SD) 3¢ (nil).................................. Rmb15.3m -20.9% 23-Sep 23-Oct
S E A Holdings (I) 2¢ (2¢) ....................................................... HK$56m -40% 25-Sep 16-Oct
Shanghai Ind Hold (I) 22¢ (nil)............................................... HK$802.7m -60% 28-Sep 22-Oct
Sheen Tai Hldgs (I) 1¢ (nil)..................................................... HK$3.1m (-$0.2m) 24-Sep 9-Oct
Shenzhen Invest (I) 7¢ (7¢).................................................... HK$322.6m -28% 11-Sep 15-Oct
Shoucheng Hldg (I) 4.33¢ (0.73¢).......................................... HK$441m +45.6% 18-Sep 22-Oct
Singapore Food (F) nil (nil)....................................... -S$2.6m (+$1.5m) _ _
Sinopec Kantons (I) 8¢ (8¢)................................................... HK$609.8m -16.1% 21-Sep 20-Oct
Sinopharm Tech (F) nil (nil)...................................... -HK$161m (-$46.8m) _ _
Sitoy Group (F) nil (2¢); (SD) 3¢ (nil) .......................... -HK$132.8m (+$125.6m) 24-Nov 18-Dec
Solartech Int'l (F) nil (nil)......................................... -HK$142.3m (-$302m) _ _
Summi (Group) (F) nil (nil) ....................................... Rmb315m (-Rmb2.38b) _ _
Sun.King Power Elec (I) 2¢ (2¢) ............................................. Rmb91.7m -18.9% 24-Sep 15-Oct
Sunlight Reit (F) 13.6¢ (14.1¢) ............................................... HK$14.8b -8% 23-Sep 9-Oct
Swire Pacific (I) A 70¢; B 14¢................................................. -HK$7.7b (+$7.9b) 11-Sep 7-Oct
Telecom Digital (1stQD) 6¢ (6¢)................................. . 19-Oct 27-Oct
Tian Teck Land (F) 10¢ (22¢).................................................. -HK$460m (+$74m) 16-Sep 12-Oct
Time Watch Inv (F) nil (4.3¢)..................................... HK$91.4m -70% _ _
Tokyo Chuo (F) 1¢ (2¢)........................................................... HK$8.4m -2% 25-Sep 16-Oct
Tradelink Elec (I) 1.95¢ (3.3¢)................................................ HK$20.2m -41% 23-Sep 9-Oct
Trio Ind (I) 0.8¢ (0.8¢)........................................................... -HK$2.4m (+$14.7m) 23-Sep 22-Oct
TSO (1stQD) 2¢ (1¢) .................................................. . 19-Oct 27-Oct
Universe Ent and Culture (F) nil (nil) ......................... -HK$27.9m (-$118m) _ _
UTS Marketing (I) 4.5¢ (nil)................................................... Rmb6.3m +5.4% 10-Sep 15-Oct
Vedan Int'l (I) US0.194¢ (0.4¢) ............................................. US$5.9m -52% 18-Sep 7-Oct
Weichai Power (I) Rmb1.5 per 10 shs (Rmb1.5 per 10 shs)..... Rmb4.68b -11.5% 19-Sep 16-Oct
Winfull Group (F) nil (nil) ......................................... -HK$153.4m (+$43m) _ _
Wing Tai Ppts (I) 6¢ (6¢)........................................................ -HK$485.7m (+$212.2m) 17-Sep 7-Oct
Xingye Wulian (I) 2.32¢ ......................................................... Rmb23.1m +12% 18-Sep 9-Oct
Yau Lee Holdings (F) 1.5¢ (1.5¢)............................................. -HK$41.6m (+$30.1m) 23-Sep 9-Oct
Yeebo Int'l (F) 5¢ (5¢)............................................................ HK$123.8m -57% 17-Sep 8-Oct
Yip"s Chemical (I) 6¢ (7¢)...................................................... HK$58.8m -33.5% 16-Sep 8-Oct
Yuexiu REIT (I) 10.98¢ (15.46¢)............................................. -Rmb211.7m (+Rmb693m) 15-Sep 23-Oct
Yuzhou Group (I) 12¢ (12¢); (SD) nil (3¢) ................................ Rmb1.02b -38% 23-Sep 21-Oct


